In the present paper we study scaling field theories related to the class of exactly solvable noncritical models of statistical mechanics which are known as RSOS (restricted solid-on-solid) or IRF (interaction round a face) models. These models are related to simple Lie algebras and they generalize the integrable version of RSOS model proposed by Andrews, Baxter and Forrester. 1 > The models related to gl(n) were found by Jimbo, Miwa and Okado, 2 > the models related to other classical Lie algebras were obtained by the same authors in Ref Critical properties of JMO model were found in Ref. 5) where the authors obtain the explicit formulas for magnetization in the model and compute its critical behavior.
LeClair 27 > from the phenomenological analysis of the problem. § 
The JMO model
Here we recall the definition of Jimbo-Miwa-Okado model 2 > which is the generalization of Andrews, Baxter and Forrester exactly solvable version 1 > of RSOStype models. 10 > Let {a;} and {w;}, i=1, ···, n-1 be the set of simple roots and fundamental weights of the Lie algebra sln Consider a square lattice .£ with M rows and N columns. With each site xE..f we associate a local state. AxEP+(n, L).
Let fh and vz be two unit lattice vectors (right and up directed, respectively).
We will say that two local states Ax and Ax+v, are w-admissible if wEP+(n, L) and Ax+v,
CAA9w.
Jimbo, Miwa and Okado found the set of elliptic functions (u-v 
}. +e;+ej
where p is a normalization factor, }.ii is defined by (2 · 7') and
Note that 2q 114 h(u) coincides with the standard elliptic theta function 8r(7Julq).
In this paper we will assume that the parameter r is real.
All other W's can be obtained from W"''"'' using face-state version 3 l of the fusion procedure. 24 
The eigenvalues Ai.u are given by When N--+ oo and u ~ (1-p) the dominant term in the sum (2 ·17) corresponds to the tableau T with the integers k in all boxes of the k-th row. Thus, we have
we obtain for the spectrum of H
where the complex numbers {uk<P>} are the solutions of the system (2·20).
At N--> oo these solutions form the strings 23 > j -strings:
We assume that
This conjecture is based on the analogy with s/(2)-RSOS modeJ1 2 > and on the analysis of some particular cases (for example hard hexagons can be considered as r=5, n=3 case).
In the thermodynamic limit the centers of the strings form continuous distributions. System (2·20) leads to integral equations for densities of the strings p/(/3) and densities of "holes" p/(/3). 20 > These equations can be written entirely in algebraic term, i.e., the root system and Cartan matrix of the algebra @=sl(n)=An-1· Therefore it is convenient to do so denoting by g the dual Coxeter number of@ and write the above system in the following form (for @=An-1, g=n, rank @=n-1)
where a• b(a) denotes the convolution of functions a and b
The functions a5~2(a) and At~(a) are periodic with the period (2r)/r; 
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They have the following Fourier components:
where we define
axnF(xn).

27Z' n=-oo
Here Xn=on,
The function K2Ha) is defined by its Fourier components:
where C~b is the Cartan matrix of®.
The set of densities p;(a) determines all macroscopical observables in the model. We will call these sets thermodynamical states. The energy of the model on the state with densities {p;(a)} can be evaluated from (3·4):
Before this point we have assumed that ®=An-I. However, it was conjectured*>.u> that the same equation (3·8) describes the thermodynamical limit of the RSOS models related to the simply laced algebras of the type D-E as well. Therefore, the subsequent calculations will be given for the case when@ is any algebra of the type A-D-E. Introduce special notation for the particular case of Eq. 
and Xn is defined by (3·9').
The equilibrium state is obtained by a minimization of the free energy functional
where S(p) is the combinatorial entropy of the "gas" of particles and holes. 20 >
Omitting the standard calculations we obtain the equilibrium free energy
where /3=1/T and the functions c/(a)= Tlog(pffpf) are the solutions of the following system of the nonlinear integral equations (3. 21)
Let us find now the ground state of the system and the spectrum of excitations. Putting T=O in (3·20) and (3·21), we obtain
where Ef<±>(a) are positive and negative parts of the functions c/(a). Solving these equations, we obtain i) c= -1, where a}~z-g>(a) and a~~~(a) were defined in (3·9) and (3·9') respectively. So, the ground state for c= -1 is the Dirac sea formed by /-strings while for c= + 1 it is the Dirac sea formed by ( r-g)-strings.
The functions lc/(a)l are the energies of excitations over the ground state. In the regimes i) and ii) these excitations are holes and particles respectively. The excitations energies lc/(a)l are periodic functions of a with the period 2r/r;. Their behaviour is shown in Fig. 1 .
We see that there is a nonzero gap LJE in the spectrum. Therefore, the correlation length is finite, the model is noncritical and has a critical behavior at q~O (r~oo) when (3·26) where ~ is the index of correlation length. The analysis of critical behavior of the model is given in the next section.
Let us finish this section with the computation of scattering amplitudes in the non-critical RSOS model.
From the low temperature analysis of the thermodynamics of the model we find the ground state of the model and the structure of excitations. Let us transform the integral equations (3·8) according to the structure of the ground state.
In its previous form (3·8) the system of integral equations has the following interpretation. Left sides are derivatives of momentums of string with respect to rapidities. Densities of holes p/(A.) are macroscopical near pseudovacuum and therefore they appear as free terms in this system. The densities of j-string are microscopical near pseudovacuum and they appeared in the system (3·8) converged with integral operators which determine the scattering amplitudes of magnons.
In order to find scattering amplitudes of physical excitations we have to transform the system (3·8) in each regime to the form where macroscopical densities near the ground state appear as free terms.
In the first regime densities Pza(;,.), p/(A.), j=l=-l are macroscopical and the corresponding form of the system (3·8) is written as:
In the second regime densities p/(A.), j=1, ···, r-g-1 are macroscopical. The system (3·8) has the following form if we distinguish these densities as free terms:
Here ®a are Lie subalgebras of Lie algebra ® corresponding to those Dynkin diagrams fiJ a which are the connected parts of the Dynkin diagram !D of Lie algebra ® after removing the vertex, corresponding to the representation mp. The functions a~~J(..t), A~b(..t) and KtPb(..t) are defined by their Fourier components (3 · 9), (3 · 9'), (3 ·12)
Indices ea are labels of vertices from fiJ a which are nearest to the vertex mp of the diagram fiJ. Now, according to the logic of high-level Bethe ansatz 13 > we have to find the two particle S-matrix which satisfies Yang-Baxter equation and which gives integral equations (3·27), (3·28) as the thermodynamical limit of Bethe equations for physical particles.
The same arguments as for SU (2) invariant magnetic chain of spin S 14 > show that the following S-matrices satisfies all these treatments. Regime i) The n-particle state exists only if there is one dimensional subrepresentation in ma,®···®mam where ar;··, an are types of particles in a given state. The space of n-particle states is isomorphic to the tensor product: 
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In the second regime the space of n-particle states is isomorphic to (3·31)
Here k1, · · ·, kn are types of particles, Lie algebras ®a are sub algebras of ® described in (3·28) and ga is the dual Coxeter number for ®a. Two particle amplitudes have the following structure:
(3·32)
Here
The matrices §kw,mw; are RSOS Boltzmann weights unitarized with respect to the dual crossing symmetry point. 15 
sh(rxp)sh(nxp)
Xn r n 1 (3·33)
In the scaling limit amplitudes (3·30) and (3·32) determine 5-matrices in local relativistic quantum field theories which are integrable deformation of conformal coset theories. We analyze it in more detail in § 5. § 4. Scaling limit
Consider the scaling limit of the one-dimensional chain (3 ·1). Introduce a dimensional spacing parameter L1 for our chain and consider the limit N--->oo, L/--->0, keeping the (dimensional) length of the chain L=L/N to be macroscopically bigger than the correlation length: L'2> Rc=Llq-•, where~ is the index of correlation length. Thus in scaling limit we have LJ~q•, N'2>q-<, q--->0.
In this limit we will have the massive relativistic spectrum of excitations. To compute masses and the index of a correlation length let us find the asymptotics of the dispersions of physical excitations in the limit q---> 0 when rapidities ...t's are of the order r/r;. As it is shown in Appendix A the asymptotics has the following form:
r-g
Here if;a®(x) are eigenvectors of the Cartan matrix C~b and q;p>=.q;/n-'. ( 
·2)
The Hamiltonian of the scaling model is determined by the contributions of the first order over L1 in the asymptotics of (3·1):
The spectrum of Hscaung is determined by the asymptotics ( 4 ·1) and ( 4 · 2) and we have the following spectra of mass in the scaling models:
Ma=if;a®(?J~;)MU>, M<i> 2 1Cif;p(?J~;)
The central charge of conformal field theories describing the ultraviolet behavior of our scaling theories one can find from the high-temperature asymptotics of the free energy of scaling field theories. It is known that in high temperature limit the leading term of the free energy of massive relativistic field theory gives its ultraviolet central charge:
This formula follows from Cardy's analysis of finite-size effects. 21 Our scaling field theory is integrable. Highest conservation laws are determined by highest lattice Hamiltonians:
Therefore, we have two families (one for each regime) of integrable, massive relativistic quantum field theories with the ultraviolet limit described by conformal field theories with central charges (4·6) and (4·7). Since Zamolodchikov's work 8 l we know integrable deformations of conformal field theories with noninteger central charges. Usually these models are perturbations of corresponding C.F.T. by only one operator. In our case it is clear.
To find the dimension of the perturbation in our models let us consider the continuum limit in perturbative region. Perturbation theory corresponds to the limit LI~o, q~O when Ll'}J>q~, L'}J>Llq-~. In this limit Comparing (4·9) with the condition Rc=Llq~ we derive the conformal dimension of the perturbation:
Now we can identify our scaling models with integrable perturbations of coset conformal field theories. Scattering amplitudes (3·30)~(3·32) determine the Smatrix in these models. In the next section we discuss more detailly some interesting cases, where S-matrices are especially simple.
Other important information one can get from the low temperature asymptotics is the entropy. The leading term of this asymptotics gives the asymptotical behaviour of the dimension of the space of the states of particles in the model when the number of particles goes to infinity. This analysis is completely parallel to the one given in Refs. 11) and 14). § 5. S-matrices'in scaling field theories Let us consider in more detail S-matrices in scaling field theories which appeared in critical regimes i) and ii) of RSOS models.
Regime i) The scaling field theory in this regime is the perturbation of the conformal field theory with Ma=MI/Jart'( ;) , a=1, ···,rank®.
It is convenient to use the rapidity parametrization of dispersions:
The 5-matrix in such a theory is determined by two particle amplitudes which are the scaling limit of amplitudes described in § 3. Consider some special cases.
ai) ®=An-1 r > g+2. This is the case which we studied. Two-particle amplitudes can be derived from (3·31) in the limit q---+0. All matrix elements of RSOS factors swaWb are determined by Boltzmann weights computed by Jimbo, Miwa and Okado. 5 ' bi) ®=Dn r >g+2. In this case our result has to be considered as a conjecture which follows from the conjecture about the structure of Bethe equations in the Dn model. 11 '' 16 ' All matrix elements of amplitudes (3·30) for q=O can be derived by fusion of Ref.
3) for particles corresponding to tensorial representations. Description of RSOS factors for spinorial representations is not given yet. ci) ®: Es, E1, Es. In these cases RSOS factors are described for special case by Pasquier. 4 ' This result gives the matrix elements of (3·32) for r=g+3, /=1, 2; r=g+4, /=2. di) r=g+2, ®is arbitrary simply laced. For these values of r we have only one allowed value of!, !=1. In this case n-particle space becomes one dimensional and we have scaling field theories which are perturbations of minimal unitary conformal field theories with This result agrees with Zamolodchikov's for Es. 9 ' The integral (5·5) can be easily computed. The result gives which were computed also in Ref. 
In 19 > ma of the Lie algebra ® are given in Table 1 
